An original Colored Jules Wool on the Web Pattern

Colored Jules
Knitted Mohair Cape
Description
This garment is made using two different sized needles (making an
odd pair) and using plain garter stitch - just knit, no purl! You can
make it in three different sizes.
The large size is the one shown in the photo and is for tall or well
built people. The medium size is for 5' nothings like me and small
is for those people who just want a shawl to drape around the
shoulders, down to the base of the spine.

Materials
300gms of 12ply Boucle Mohair – or at least 600 meters
Large size: One size 9mm (US 13) knitting needle and 1 size 15
(US 19)
Medium size: One size 10mm (US 15) knitting needle and 1 size
12 (US 17)
Small size: One size 9mm (US 13) and one size 12mm (US 17)
needle

Abbreviations
St. = stitch Sts. = stitches

Pattern
Cast on 5 sts onto the larger needle.
Increase each end of each row until you have 41 sts.
Increase each end of every second row until you have 81 sts.
Knit 40 rows. (NOTE: You can knit less rows if you want your cape shorter or a few
extra to make it longer. If your cape is 5cm too short it is probably the right length
as it will drop for when you start to wear it.)
Next row: Knit 40 sts. (Leave remaining sts on needle and use spare needle to continue
your work).
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Pattern Cont:
Continue with these 40 sts
Knit 20 rows.
At end (outside edge) of next and every alternate row, knit two sts together until you have
20 sts left.
Knit two sts together at each end of next and every alternate row until you have 4 sts left.
Cast off.
Return to remaining 41 sts.
Knit first two sts. Pass 1st knitted st. over the second one (like casting off)
Knit to end of row.
Knit 20 rows.
Beginning of next (commencing on the outside edge) and every alternate row, knit two
sts together until you have 20 sts left.
Knit two sts together at each end of next and every alternate row until you have 4 sts left.
Knit one row.
Cast off and darn in ends.
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